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Marvelous March Achievements
Hat Tricks

Playmakers

Shutouts

Colton Armstrong (11BY) vs
State College
Austin Dzadovsky (07BY) vs Erie
Nate Schmid (16U2) vs Yetis
Travis Lange (SQ2) vs Allegheny
Cooper Hoehn (09BY) vs Morgantown
Lakin Glessner (16U1) vs Predators
Liam Dallas (B3) vs Ice Miners
Calum Staab (PW4) vs Lawrence
Stephen Vaughan (16U3) vs
Ice Miners
Quentin Miske (16U3) vs North Hills
Maddie Relyea (G12) vs North Pgh
Leena Genco (G14) vs Armstrong
Liam Dallas (B3) vs Wheeling
Zach Vitlip (B2) vs Rockford Rams
Shawn McIntyre (B2) vs North Pgh
Ivan Kalinkou (PW1) vs
Bay County Blizzard

Kyle Knouff (11BY) vs State College
Jonathon Castillo (07BY) vs Erie
Izzy Millham (G14) vs
Easton Lady Dragons
Lilly Relyea (G14) vs
Easton Lady Dragons
Jake Seifarth (16U2) vs Yetis
Colte Wilson (09BY) vs Morgantown
Zachary Williams (B3) vs Ice Miners
Cole Ramey (B4) vs Morgantown
Ian Martin (16U3) vs Ice Miners
Lilly Relyea (G14) vs Armstrong
Joey Spivak (16U2) vs SHAHA
Lilly Relyea (B2) vs Rockford Rams
Maddie Relyea (PW1) vs Bay County
Clayton Foster (PW1) vs Bay County
Gavin Waldron (B4) vs Allegheny
Quin Tyler (B4) vs Allegheny

Colin Ziolkowski (PW3) vs Cambria
Hunter Faderewski / (PW4)
Gavin McKnight vs Southpointe
Kirsten Lallone (B4) vs Morgantown
Colin Ziolkowski (PW3) vs Wheeling
Adam Serakowski (16U1) vs N. Pgh
Sarah Bragunier (G12) vs North Pgh
Hunter Faderewski (PW4) vs Icers
Liam Glessner (16U2) vs Yetis
Sarah Bragunier /
Lucy Jesensky (G12) vs North Pgh
Sarah Bragunier /
Lucy Jesensky (G12) vs SHAHA
Braidee Blackburn(G14) vs Armstrong
Brady McConnell (18U1) vs Wheeling
Craig Patterson (B3) vs Wheeling
Kirsten Lallone (B4) vs State College
Lucy Jesensky /
(G12)
Sarah Bragunier vs Lady Barons
Logan Robitaille(B5) vs Westmoreland
Reed Richardson (B2) vs Crusaders HC

PW1 - Rock-n-Roll Cup Champions
Cleveland, OH
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BT2 - Rock-n-Roll Cup Champions
Cleveland, OH
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Playoff Hunt
Wow, what a great finish for our
teams down the stretch! 17 of 21
teams qualified for the playoffs
this year, not counting our 4 Squirt
teams competing in the ODSET.
Four of our teams also won
regular season banners.
They
were 16U1, 16U3, B4, and G12.
Here are some numbers to put
that in perspective:
● 17 teams qualifying for playoffs
is more than any other
organization (14 was the next
Congratulations to G12 for winning the Regular Season and
closest)
Playoff banners in the Girls 12U Major division!
● We won more regular season
banners
than
any
other
organization
Quick Hits
● We had 17 teams finish above
.500
● We scored more goals than any Hard to believe, but tryouts are March 21 was World Down
other organization
right
around
the
corner! Syndrome Day, selected to signify
Register
today
at the uniqueness of the triplication
And as a percentage compared to tryouts.arcticfoxeshockey.org/register of the 21st chromosome which
other large (14 or more team) You will need your 2021-22 USA causes Down Syndrome. To
celebrate the day, people were
organizations:
Hockey
registration
number
encouraged to wear mismatched
● 81% of our eligible teams
before signing up.
socks. All players on our 11BY
qualified for the playoffs (next
team, along with the visiting
closest was 67%)
For
co-ed
teams:
Badgers wore mismatched socks
● We had the top winning
● Squirt tryouts start Sunday, in commemoration during their
percentage at 56.5%
game that day.
April 25 (goalies on April 24).
● We had the highest goals per
team at 61.3
● Peewee tryouts start Monday,
● We were tied for the lowest
April 26 (goalies on April 24).
penalty minutes per team at ● Bantam tryouts start Monday,
102
May 10 (goalies on May 9).
● Midget tryouts start Tuesday,
Best of luck to our teams in the
May 11 (goalies on May 9).
playoffs. Bring home some more
playoff banners!
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For girls-only teams:
● 12U tryouts start Friday, April
23
● 14U National Bound Team
tryouts start Monday, May 17
● 16U National Bound Team
tryouts start Tuesday, May 18
● 19U tryouts start Wednesday,
May 19

Shopping online? Shop with
Amazon Smile to raise money for
the Arctic Foxes:
https://smile.amazon.com/ch/23-2907830
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Tryouts
by: Dan Gynn

This is the 5th in a series of articles major birth year players to “fall” to
examining the evolution, reforms, goals, later groups than they should
and accomplishments of the Arctic
have.
Foxes Hockey Association over the past
several years.

we made it so they were ineligible
to evaluate an age group they had
a child trying out for during the
callback sessions.

This is a good time to look at some
of the reforms that we made to
the tryout process over the past
few years. Three and a half years
ago, we convened a committee to
examine the tryout process and
come up with suggestions on how
to improve it. What you see now
is the result of those meetings.
Some of the challenges that we
faced included:

We appreciate the coaches who
have stepped up to come to these
sessions when they don’t already
have a child at the rink. We know
there are alot of other things they
could be doing and we appreciate
their commitment to a fair
process.

To address this, we introduced our
“Skills Evaluation” sessions for
those age groups with a large
number of players. This enabled
us
to
take
quantitative
measurements and ratings to
effectively rank players based on
their individual skills. Now we
know there is more to hockey than
individual skills in a test setting,
but it is a very effective way to get
the appropriate 25-35 players into
● How to effectively evaluate such each call-back group. A number
that is much more manageable to
a large number of players?
● Eliminate the real or perceived evaluate using traditional tryout
methods.
biases of the evaluators.
● Utilize feedback from previous
seasons
to
make
better We also eliminated multi-color
informed
decisions
on tryout jerseys. They had a couple
of issues. 1) there was a
returning players.
perception (sometimes justified)
● Eliminate pre-picked teams.
that the colors meant something.
The biggest problem we had was For example, everyone wearing
how do you evaluate 100 plus red or yellow were pre-picked to
players in an age group effectively make a certain team. 2) some
and bring them back to the correct colors stand out better than
“call-back” groups? Previously, we others causing players in certain
would have 2 sessions for each colors to be noticed more often by
age group (1 for each birth year in the evaluators. To correct this, we
that age group). There were a changed to everyone wearing the
couple of problems with that same color jersey and added the
though. 1) 50+ players is still too helmet pinnies to setup teams
many to evaluate effectively, and when needed during the tryout.
2) the better minor birth year With their pinnies on, everyone
players would look alot better looks remarkably the same.

Additionally, we encourage the
evaluators to spread out and move
around to get better and different
looks at the players.
And
especially not to collaborate with
each other. This gives us multiple
independent evaluations on each
player.
Lastly, we put in place a process to
gather anonymous player reviews
for all players during the season.
These reviews are averaged
together to give a composite view
of the player’s career with the
Foxes that can be consulted to
help the evaluators when choosing
between
two
players
who
performed
similarly
during
tryouts.

No tryout will ever be perfect and
we know that we make mistakes
sometimes in placing players. But
I believe that the process we use
now is the most comprehensive
than they were in relation to
and fair system around. Good
players in the major birth year. To help prevent bias with luck to everyone at tryouts in a
evaluators judging their own kids, few weeks!
This would cause some good
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